Insolroll® Paramount Valance
Installation Instructions

Inside Mount Application
1. Install roller shade before the Paramount Valance.
2. Hold up valance at desired location to ensure shade clearance and
proper fit. Valance may be flush with front of opening or inset to
desired location (#2).
3. Remove the roller shade from its brackets and set aside
4. Depending upon width, your valance will come with 2 or 3 ceiling
mount installation clips. Snap the clips into top extrusions as shown
with the flat side of the clip facing up. Clips should be located 4”-6”
from end of valance and in the middle on wider units (# 3).
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5. Place valance into opening and screw through installation clips into drywall/trim. Screws not provided (#4).
(If valance extends beyond being flush, additional 3rd party bracket may be needed.)
6. Remount roller shade back on brackets.

Note: Alternative Installation Method: If roller shade is a tight fit behind valance, it may be easier on
some installations to screw installation clip to top of jamb first. Then install shade, and snap valance into
installation clips to finish
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Insolroll® Paramount Valance
Installation Instructions
Outside Wall Mount Application
1. Install roller shade before the Paramount Valance.
2. Assemble valance and returns by sliding onto corner tab (#6) Use supplied
screws to secure return to valance, being careful not to overtighten, as screw
may push through front of valance. This is designed to be friction fit, simply
holding returns to prevent them from sliding off corner connection (#7).
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3. Hold valance up with shade in place to check shade clearance. Outside width of valance is 2” wider than
outside bracket width. Inside valance is ½” wider than shade bracket width. Outside mount Paramount
Valances are shipped with 4” inside returns (total outside return
dimension = 4 ¾”) (See #8 and 9).
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4. Remove roller shade from its brackets and
set aside.
5. Install adjustable Paramount Valance L-brackets in desired location. L-bracket may need to be adjusted to
suit site conditions (#10 and #11).
6. Insert roller shade in its brackets.
7. Push/snap Paramount Valance onto the valance clips, making sure the locking tab snaps into place. (#12)
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Insolroll® Paramount Valance
Installation Instructions

*Note on cutting returns on-site: If valance width or projection needs to be modified, disassemble returns and
remove or partially remove fabric insert or specialty inserts to cut valance face or returns with chop saw to desired
dimension. Fabric insert can be trimmed to desired width with scissors. Specialty inserts can be cut with chop box
with fine tooth blade designed for cutting aluminum. Use painter’s tape to protect edge while making the cut.

Outside Ceiling Mount Application
1. Install roller shade before the Paramount Valance.
2. Assemble valance and returns by sliding onto corner tab (#13). Use supplied screws to secure return to
valance, being careful not to overtighten, as screw may push through front of valance. This is designed to be
friction fit, simply holding returns to prevent them from sliding off corner connection (#14).
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3. Hold valance in place and check clearance.
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4. Snap the installation clips into the top extrusions as shown, with the flat side of the clip facing up. Clips
should be located 4” – 6” from end of valance, as well as in the center on wider units (#15)
5. Remove shade and place valance up into desired location. Screw through installation clip into ceiling (#16)
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